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1.1 Project Background

1.1 Project Background

Acknowledgments
This project was made possible through
a Caltrans Sustainable Communities
Planning Grant awarded to the Merced
County Community and Economic
Development Department in partnership
with the Local Government Commission
(LGC) and Cultiva la Salud.
The project team is indebted to the Winton
organizations that provided meeting
and event spaces during the design fair
and Advisory Group meetings. Sybil N.
Crookham Elementary School and the
Central Valley Opportunity Center were
generous and welcoming hosts.

At three key points during the planning
process, a community Advisory Group
convened to provide feedback to the
consultant team. The Advisory Group
helped provide baseline understanding of
the key issues and opportunities in Winton
and was an invaluable sounding board for
plan recommendations.
This plan was developed through a
robust community engagement process
to ensure that it serves the needs and
aspirations of those who will implement
its vision. Thank you to all those who
impacted this plan through participation in
the public engagement opportunities.

Figure 1.1.1 Pedestrians in
Winton walk along a portion of
Winton Way where there is no
sidewalk.
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Project Intent
This project seeks to create a vibrant
and walkable town center in the
unincorporated community of Winton,
California. This plan will analyze existing
transportation challenges faced by the
community, identify corresponding
opportunities, and offer recommendations
for physical improvements to the Winton
Way corridor and the various modes of
transit that serve the project area.

Project Team
This document was prepared through
collaboration between Merced County
staff, a community Advisory Group, and a
multi-disciplinary professional consultant
team.

1.1 Project Background

governments and communities to build
healthy, livable places. LGC facilitated the
project and assembled a multi-disciplinary
professional team to develop the plan.
Cultiva La Salud is an organization
dedicated to creating health equity in
the Central Valley. They led community
engagement and outreach during the plan
development.

Figure 1.1.2 Community
members gathered around
maps of the project area
during the Opening Workshop
to discuss issues and
opportunities.

Opticos Design, Inc. provided community
planning and urban design expertise,
prepared the plan document, and led
the development of the proposal with
assistance from Michael Moule (providing
transportation engineering expertise)
and Lisa Wise Consulting (contributing
expertise about economic development
strategies).

The Local Government Commission
(LGC) is a Sacramento-based nonprofit
organization that works with local

Draft — January 2019
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1.2 Community Engagement Process

1.2 Community
Engagement Process
The development of this plan included a robust community engagement
process. The community provided insight into current issues and
direction for future goals.
The primary method for engaging the
community was a multi-day Design Fair
held from October 1-4, 2018. This method
engages residents and stakeholders in
an intensive and highly participatory
public process to assess and document
conditions for all travel modes (walking,
bicycling, transit, and driving) and users
(youth, seniors, people with disabilities,
residents, diverse groups, visitors, and
businesses), identify shared values and
concerns, and identify and prioritize
enhancements in Winton.
To meet the needs of Winton’s community,
outreach materials and events were
available in both English and Spanish.
Discussions during the Design Fair
informed the issues identified in Section
2.4, Key Issues + Opportunities.

Advisory Group Meetings
The Walkable Winton Town Center
Advisory Group convened for three
Advisory Group meetings over the course
of this plan's development. Consisting
of residents, local business owners, and
representatives from the school district,
community organizations and the County
agencies, the Advisory Group helped
the consultant team refine its outreach
approach and plan for the Design Fair.
After the Design Fair, the Advisory Group
helped refine the plan outline and review
the proposed concepts developed during
and after the design fair.

Outreach Methods
Cultiva la Salud and the Local Government
Commission conducted outreach to the

Figure 1.2.1 Advisory Group
meeting
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community for this project in several ways.
English and Spanish-language materials
were created to help publicize the events
for the design fair. Outreach efforts
included:
■■English and Spanish-language materials
were created. Cultiva La Salud posted
flyers at several public locations
throughout Winton and made personal
visits to local business to discuss the
project and design fair. Flyers also went
home with students at the local schools.
(See Appendix D, Design Fair Flyer.)
■■A project fact-sheet was created in
English and Spanish to inform residents
and business about the Walkable Winton
Town Center project.
■■English and Spanish-language banners
were posted in public locations.
■■A media release was sent to local media
outlets and an advertisement for the
Draft — January 2019

1.2 Community Engagement Process

Figure 1.2.2 Community
members gathered around
base maps during the Design
Fair to discuss issues and
opportunities.

design fair activities was run in the
Winton-Atwater Times.
■■Members of the consultant team
attended MAC meetings prior to the
Design Fair.
■■Cultiva la Salud Merced highlighted the
Design Fair on their Facebook page.

Opening Presentation and
Community Design Workshop
The opening community workshop for the
Design Fair took place on the evening of
October 1 at Sybil Crookham Elementary
School. The workshop began with a local
folklórico group entertaining attendees
with their traditional Mexican dances
emphasizing folk culture with ballet
characteristics. Before a presentation,
participants were asked to write down their
vision of what Winton should be like in the
next 10-20 years. Paul Zykofsky, Associate
Director at the Local Government
Walkable Winton Town Center Plan
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1.2 Community Engagement Process

Commission, then provided background
on the Walkable Winton Town Center
Plan and provided examples from other
communities and highlighted the various
tools for street design available to make
communities more walkable.

Figure 1.2.3 Folklórico group
at the opening community
workshop

After the presentation, the design team
asked participants to break up into smaller
groups for a design exercise. For the
exercise, everyone was asked to identify
locations on large aerial maps of Winton
that should be addressed in the plan, as
well as to put down their own ideas for
street design solutions. In the end, each
group shared their solutions with the rest
of the attendees.
Shared Ideas From the Design Tables
■■More sidewalks
■■Bicycle lanes
■■Curb extensions

Figure 1.2.4 Design exercise
during the opening community
workshop

■■Gateway signs on Winton Way
■■Gateway signs on Santa Fe Drive
■■Improvements at the Winton Way and
Santa Fe Drive intersection
■■Improvements at the Santa Fe and
Walnut Avenue intersection
■■Lights
■■More trees
■■Sheriff station
■■Rec center or youth sports complex

Focus Group Meetings
During the first couple days of the
design fair, the consultant team also held
various focus group sessions for different
groups of stakeholders. This offered an
opportunity to have smaller sessions to
discuss issues they felt the consultant
team should address in the plan. These
meetings included:
Figure 1.2.5 Focus group
meeting with community
service providers
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■■An Emergency Responders meeting
with representatives from the CHP,
Merced County Sheriff's Office, Merced
County Fire Department, Winton

Walkable Winton Town Center Plan

School District, and Merced County Fire
Marshall’s Office.
■■A meeting with various County
departments such as Planning,
Engineering, Public Health, and Code
Enforcement.
■■Community Service Providers that offer
various services to Winton residents.

Business Interviews
Jennifer Daugherty from Lisa Wise
Consulting and Octavio Valencia from
Cultiva la Salud visited local businesses
along Winton Way to conduct an in-person
survey on the needs and issues for local
business owners in the town center of
Winton. (See Appendix B, Business Survey
Questions, and Appendix C, Business
Survey Results.)

Walkability Assessment
On October 2, members of the consultant
team led a group of Winton residents on
an assessment of the walking conditions
in Winton. Starting at Winfield Elementary
School, the group toured Walnut Avenue
and Winton Way to discuss the conditions
of the street for pedestrians and bicyclists
including the streets design, walkability,
intersections, crossings, and sidewalk
conditions.

Closing Workshop
After listening to the community at the
various activities of the Design Fair, the
consultant team spent a few days refining
the initial community input into some
preliminary concepts for recommended
improvements. The consultant team
then presented those preliminary draft
recommendations to the community
at a closing workshop on October 4.
Paul Zykofsky reviewed the design fair
activities and some of the key findings
from the community discussions. Stefan
Pellegrini from Opticos Design and
Michael Moule, PE shared illustrations

Draft — January 2019
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1.2 Community Engagement Process

Figure 1.2.6 Walkability
assessment

of the draft recommend improvements
and suggested tools for improving
walkability in Winton. Jennifer Daugherty
went through some recommendations
for enhancing economic development
in the town center through streetscape
enhancements, programming to activate
the streets, business coordination,
cooperation, and assistance. At the end of
the workshop, the community members
asked questions and offered comments to
the consultant team.
After this workshop, the consultant team
began using the input gathered from the
community during this process to form
the basis for the recommendations in this
plan.

Closing Workshop Comments
■■Take into consideration the use of both
sections of Winton Way; have walkability
balanced with economic growth. A road
diet had been proposed in the past.
■■Liked the back-in angled parking;
thought it was intriguing
■■Liked the Santa Fe and Winton Way Drive
park design
■■Liked the use of bulb-outs/curb
extensions

Figure 1.2.7 Closing workshop

■■Be sure to look at Sparkes Elementary
School
■■Intersection of Cypress and Almond
Avenue
■■Sidewalks along Cypress
■■Identify funding and timing in the plan
■■Come join the MAC and help stay on the
plan

Draft — January 2019
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2.1 Project Area and Community

2.1 Project Area and
Community
Project Area
Regional Context
Winton is an unincorporated community
in Merced County, California. It is adjacent
to and directly north of the City of
Atwater, two miles west of Castle Airport
(formerly Castle Air Force Base), six miles
east of the City of Livingston, and eight
miles northwest of the City of Merced.
Winton is located near two major regional
transportation routes: the Burlington
Northern-Santa Fe (BNSF) railroad runs
directly through Winton from Richmond to
Bakersfield, and State Highway 99 is two
miles to the south, connecting Winton to
communities up and down the Central
Valley from Chico to Bakersfield.

The land west and north of Winton is
agricultural and largely planted with tree
crops, primarily almonds. Agriculturerelated industry is a major source of
employment in Winton.

USGS
LOCATOR M

Figure 2.1.1 Regional locator
map
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Figure 2.1.2 Project Area
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2.1 Project Area and Community

Historical Background
Winton originated as a rail stop on the
BNSF Railroad in the late 19th century. The
community was established as a trade
center in 1912.

Figure 2.1.3 An Amtrak train
passes through Winton on
the BNSF railroad tracks. The
presence of the railroad spurred
the origin of Winton. Today, the
railroad carries both freight and
passengers up and down the
Central Valley. Passenger trains
do not stop in Winton.

12

Winton's history is intertwined with the
history of the surrounding region. One
notable contributor to Winton's story was
the establishment and closure of Castle
Air Force Base. The base was established
in 1941 as the Merced Army Air Field and
renamed Castle Air Force Base in 1948. It
was a regional employer until its closing in
1995. The base population contributed to

Walkable Winton Town Center Plan

demand for retail and services in Winton,
and the community felt its disappearance.
Since its closing, several companies have
leased space and hangars at the former
base. Google is one notable tenant who
has used the facility for testing its selfdriving cars, and for Project Loon, an aerial
wifi network utilizing balloons.

Demographic Background
According to the 2010 Census, Winton
has a population of 10,613 residents. The
population has grown steadily, nearly
doubling from 5,326 residents in 1980.

Draft — January 2019
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2.2 Prior Planning Efforts

The Walkable Winton Town Center Plan implements policy direction from
the Merced County 2030 General Plan and the Winton Community Plan.
Merced County 2030 General
Plan (2013)
Merced County adopted the 2030 Merced
County General Plan in 2013.
The General Plan provides policy direction
regulating development in unincorporated
areas like Winton. It also includes a
Transportation and Circulation element
that provides policy direction on roadways,
parking, and all modes of transit. It
provides direction on Winton Way, Santa
Fe Drive, and other roadways in Winton.
The General Plan calls for Community
Plans to determine more focused
policy direction for 10 unincorporated
communities throughout Merced County,
including Winton.

Winton Community Plan (1981)
Winton adopted its current Community
Plan, the Winton Community Specific Plan,
in 1981.
The 1981 plan identified community
planning issues, including preserving
community identity, deteriorating housing,
community safety, and recreational
opportunities. The plan set objectives
to resolve these issues. While some
issues have been addressed by previous
planning efforts, other issues are perennial
and reappear in later planning efforts,
including this plan.

Draft — January 2019

Winton Community Plan (2019)
Merced County is currently preparing
an updated Winton Community Plan. A
draft was released in 2018, with adoption
anticipated in 2019.
The Community Plan identifies the need
for deeper study and more detailed
recommendations for the commercial
center of Winton along Winton Way
through the Walkable Winton Town Center
Plan (this plan). The Community Plan
identifies the boundaries of this plan. This
plan will be adopted separate from the
Community Plan.

WINTON

Figure 2.2.1 Cover of the 2018
Winton Community Plan public
review draft.

COMMUNITY PLAN

PUBLIC REVIEW DRAFT

AUGUST 2018

MERCED COUNTY, CA

Walkable Winton Town Center Plan
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2.3 Existing Conditions

Connectivity
Winton is connected to nearby
communities and to the regional
transportation network by several key
corridors.
■■Winton Way is an important north-south
spine connecting Winton to the adjacent
city of Atwater and State Highway 99,
which in turn connects the community
to the entire Central Valley. Within the
community, this route crosses Santa
Fe Drive and the railroad tracks and
stretches to Winton Community Park
at the north end of Winton. Most of
the goods and services in Winton are
located along Winton Way.
■■Almond Avenue is an east-west road,
extending west from Winton Way for
three miles through agricultural land
until Cressey Way, which leads to a
nearby State Highway 99 on ramp.
Within the community, Almond Avenue
connects to Frank Sparkes Elementary
School and the adjacent Winton Middle
School.
Figure 2.3.1 Circulation
Diagram from 2030 General
Plan (2013)

14

■■Walnut Avenue is an east-west
road, extending west from Winton
Way approximately six miles, leading
directly into the City of Livingston and
a connection to State Highway 99.
Walnut Avenue also extends east from
Winton Way approximately 1.5 miles to
Castle Airport (formerly Castle Air Force

Walkable Winton Town Center Plan

Base). Within the community, Walnut
Avenue connects to Sybil N. Crookham
Elementary School, Winfield Elementary
School, the Veterans of Foreign Wars
building, and the Winton Branch Library.
■■Santa Fe Drive bisects Winton and
runs parallel to the BNSF railroad from
Modesto to the northwest to Merced to
the southeast. Within the community,
Santa Fe Drive passes near the fire
station and near Sybil N. Crookham
Elementary School.

Roadway Classifications
Winton Way and Santa Fe Drive are part of
the regional roadway network. In the 2030
General Plan, Santa Fe Drive is designated
as a Principal Arterial from Walnut Avenue
southeast past Chestnut Lane. Winton
Way is designated as a Principal Arterial
south of Gertrude Avenue. However, from
Gertrude Avenue to Olive Avenue, Winton
Way is designated a Minor Arterial, a less
intense classification. (See Figure 2.3.1.)
Traffic counts conducted in September
2018 demonstrate average daily traffic
(ADT) of 3,000-11,000 cars along Winton
Way.

Draft — January 2019
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Figure 2.3.2 Connectivity
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to Atwater,
Atwater HS,
and Hwy 99

Winton
Middle
School

Other principal streets
in Winton
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Existing Roadway Characteristics
Collision Data
Between 2013 and 2018, there were 84 vehicle collisions reported in the project area.
Most collisions involved another motor vehicle. Two collisions involved pedestrians, and
two collisions involved bicyclists, sometimes resulting in severe injury.

Winton Way North of Hall Boulevard
This section of Winton Way has two travel lanes. It has only
a short sidewalk, extending less than one block north of Hall
Blvd., and no bicycling facilities. A dirt shoulder is adjacent to
the roadway. This space is used for walking and parking.
Hall Blvd.
Walnut Ave.

Winton Way

Park Ave.
Sa

nt

aF
eD

r.

Almond Ave.

Figure 2.3.3 Roadway
conditions
Key
Project Boundary
Sidewalks
Crosswalks
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Winton Way from Hall Boulevard to Park Avenue
This section of Winton Way has two travel lanes and nearly
continuous sidewalks. Both sides of the street have diagonal
parking and street trees in tree wells. Commercial shopfronts
sit near the sidewalk. There are no bicycling facilities.
Intersection of Winton Way and Santa Fe Drive
This signalized intersection sits directly north of the railroad
tracks. Santa Fe Drive has two travel lanes. Winton Way has two
travel lanes north of the intersection, and four through lanes
south of the intersection. A crosswalk with a pedestrian signal
phase takes pedestrians to the south side of Santa Fe Drive,
but does not continue across the tracks. There are no bicycling
facilities. The intersection has challenging roadway geometry,
with significant skew and the railroad tracks on the south leg
of the intersection. The skew of the intersection necessitates
split phasing for the northbound and southbound movements,
which divides these movements into separate phases, rather
than allowing them at the same time. The split phasing
increases delay and reduces the capacity of the intersection.
Winton Way South of Santa Fe Drive
This section of Winton Way has four through lanes, a two-way
left turn lane, and intermittent sidewalks. On the east side,
these sidewalks run in front of retail and services. On the west
side, these sidewalks run in front of houses. There are no
bicycling facilities.
Almond Avenue
Almond Avenue is an important route connecting Winton Way
and the surrounding neighborhoods to two Winton schools,
Frank Sparkes Elementary School and Winton Middle School.
The street has two travel lanes. There is a crosswalk near
Frank Sparkes Elementary School which is well-utilized during
school drop-off and pick-up times, and adjacent to the school
there are sidewalks on both sides of the street. There are no
sidewalks between the school and Winton Way.
Draft — January 2019
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2.3 Existing Conditions

Land Use
Current Conditions
Today, Winton Way hosts a variety of uses in the project area. At the northern edge,
the land use is residential. Much of the corridor is commercial. South of Santa Fe Drive,
commercial uses continue on the east side while the west side is residential.
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In the General Plan, parcels along Winton Way are designated
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2.3 Existing Conditions

Community Assets
The assets on the map below were identified by stakeholders
during the community engagement process. Winton's community
assets are distributed north and south of the railroad tracks. Many
community services are clustered near the commercial core
between Santa Fe Drive and Walnut Avenue.
1

Winton Community Park

2

Lifeline Community Center

3

Winton Community Garden

4

Sybil N. Crookham Elementary
School

5

Veterans of Foreign Wars Hall
Winton Branch Library

7

Winfield Elementary School

8

Fire Station

9

Post Office

10

Central Valley Opportunity Center

11

Frank Sparkes Elementary School

12

Winton Middle School

2
4

3

Walnut Avenue
5

6

8

S an

ta F
eD

Winton Way

6

1

Almond Avenue
11
12

Figure 2.3.6 Community Assets
Key
Project Boundary
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2.3 Existing Conditions

Figure 2.3.7 Winton Community Garden

Figure 2.3.8 Winton Community Park

Figure 2.3.9 Fire Station

Figure 2.3.10 Post Office

Figure 2.3.11 Winton Branch Library

Figure 2.3.12 Central Valley Opportunity
Center

10
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2.4 Key Issues + Opportunities

2.4 Key Issues +
Opportunities
Six key issues were identified
through discussions with the
community and stakeholders.
Analysis of existing conditions along
Winton Way revealed opportunities
to build upon existing community
assets to address these issues.

Retail and Services

1

Each issue is described here along
with corresponding opportunities
that shaped the design proposals
described in Chapter 3, Design
Proposals.

3

Sidewalks and Safe
Routes to School

5

Perception of Safety
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Railroad Tracks As
Barrier

Bicycle Facilities

2

4
6

Community Identity and
Gathering Places
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Issue

Issue

1

2.4 Key Issues + Opportunities

Retail and
Services

2

Railroad Tracks
As Barrier

Figure 2.4.1 An unoccupied building along Winton Way

Figure 2.4.2 The intersection between the railroad and Winton Way

Issue

Issue

Winton's retail and services are limited, and some retail
demand leaks to Atwater and Merced. Winton lacks some
basic provisions such as a bank. Historically, goods and
services located in Winton served both longtime residents
and employees of Castle Air Force Base. When the base
closed, the remaining population could not support the
same level of services they once could.

Opportunity
Existing businesses in Winton, although limited in what
they provide, are stable. Existing businesses can continue
and, with the right economic development strategies, can
expand. Eventually, this strengthened business environment
can recapture some of the retail demand that currently
leaks to nearby retail centers. Chapter 4, Implementation
Strategies, details a suite of strategies that businesses can
use to expand or increase their current operations.
Vacant and underutilized parcels along Winton Way can
also be targeted for infill development and redevelopment.
Some sites exist in the project area. Larger sites to the south
of Santa Fe provide opportunities for light industrial and
related service uses.

Draft — January 2019

The Burlington Northern-Sante Fe railroad and the
adjacent Santa Fe Drive bisect Winton and act as a barrier
between the north and south sides of the community.
Large swaths of vacant space create a barren, uninviting
no-man's land between the tracks and Santa Fe Drive. There
is no continuous pedestrian path across the tracks. Today,
pedestrians dangerously traverse an unmarked route across
tracks at California Street. These dangerous crossings
exacerbate the perception of the railroad as a barrier for
those on foot.

Opportunity
The vacant land on the north side of the BNSF right-ofway offers an opportunity to create a "rails-with-trails"
Class I path, and transform the track area into a place
where people come together rather than a barrier. The
vacant land between the tracks and Santa Fe Drive can be
repurposed as a community-serving open space, such as
a bike or skate park. Together with improvements to the
Santa Fe Drive and Winton Way intersection, this redesign
can improve traffic flow, pedestrian safety, and sense of
enclosure. Additional protected pedestrian crossings, like
the safe crossing needed at California Street, can enhance
the connection across the tracks.

Walkable Winton Town Center Plan
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2.4 Key Issues + Opportunities

Issue

3

Issue

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

4

Bicycle
Facilities

Figure 2.4.3 Students walk from Atwater High without a sidewalk

Figure 2.4.4 A bicyclist rides in the shoulder of the road

Issue

Issue

Many streets, including parts of Winton Way, lack
continuous sidewalks, adequate street lighting, and
consistent crosswalk markings. Commonly used
pedestrian routes for students include unbuffered street
shoulders and intermittently placed sidewalks. Many
high school students walk daily along Winton Way to and
from Atwater High; without a sidewalk, they walk on dirt
shoulders adjacent to high speed motor vehicle traffic.

Opportunity
Winton Way is an important walkable corridor and could
become a continuous pedestrian spine through the
community. The small size of Winton means that much of
the community is within a 10-minute walk distance. With
the proper infrastructure, the community could be highly
walkable. On streets without sidewalks, the right-of-way is
wide enough to accommodate the addition of a sidewalk.
The Community Plan recognizes sidewalk gaps and
recommends areas for improvement.

22
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Portions of Winton Way lack bicycle infrastructure.
Because cyclists do not have safe places to ride, they are
forced to ride in the shoulder of the road adjacent to highspeed traffic. Overall, the lack of safe and comfortable
bicycle facilities on roadways in Winton serves as a major
disincentive to bicycling as a means of transportation, and
endangers those who ride.

Opportunity
The right-of-way along Winton Way is wide enough to
accommodate bicycle facilities within the roadway.
If connected by safe and comfortable bicycle routes,
bicycling can be a viable transportation option both within
Winton and to nearby destinations. Atwater is within a
10-minute bike radius of Winton.
Incorporating bike furniture, such as bike racks, can help
make Winton Way a bike-friendly destination.

Draft — January 2019
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Issue

5

2.4 Key Issues + Opportunities

Issue

Perception of
Safety

6

Community
Identity and
Gathering Places

Figure 2.4.5 Graffiti and security fencing on Winton Way

Figure 2.4.6 The Winton Community Garden

Issue

Issue

Community members perceive risk of crime along Winton
Way. Recent incidents of arson have impacted businesses
along the corridor. Vagrancy along the street contributes
to perception of instability. There is limited policing due to
remote and rural location.

Winton needs an enhanced sense of identity and places to
gather. Winton Community Park is a spacious amenity but
is not fully utilized due to maintenance issues and distance
from the community center. The Winton Community Garden
is a source of identity and pride, but lacks amenities like
shade or seating that would help fully capitalize on its
potential as a gathering place.
Winton lacks signage that celebrates entry into the
community.

Opportunity
Pursue crime prevention through environmental design
and community policing. Winton Way can incorporate
streetscape features that enhance safety, such as
pedestrian-scaled lighting. A more active pedestrian
environment along Winton Way will provide "eyes on the
street". Building stronger relationships between business
owners can provide informal surveillance or could formalize
into a business watch program.
Citizen groups, like CLEO (Community Law Enforcement
Office), have been successful in the past but have
discontinued due to aging of those most involved. Because
of Winton's relatively small size, community watches like
CLEO could be effective measures for public safety and
welfare.

Draft — January 2019

Opportunity
Gateway features can be incorporated into roadway
improvements. Some vacant parcels along Winton
Way can be activated in the short term for community
purposes. See Section 3.4, Conceptual Designs for
Opportunity Sites, for conceptual designs.
Signage that clearly announces entrance into Winton
can provide a sense of arrival and identity. Several
heavily-trafficked intersections offer appropriate gateway
opportunities.

Walkable Winton Town Center Plan
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3.1 Overall Framework Plan

3.1 Overall Framework
Plan
Supporting regional connectivity and a more continuous pedestrian
network are keys to a safe, walkable, and vibrant Winton.
Priority Improvements

Gateway Opportunities.

The Winton Way corridor can address
the issues identified in Section 2.4, Key
Issues + Opportunities by implementing
roadway and intersection improvements
that will increase vehicular safety; provide
more space, safety, and comfort for
pedestrians and cyclists; and create a
more economically vibrant environment.

Winton Way and Santa Fe offer several
opportunities for welcoming gateways into
downtown Winton. Priority opportunities
include the following:
■■Santa Fe Drive at Walnut Avenue
(westbound)
■■Santa Fe Drive at California Street
(eastbound)
■■Winton Way at Walnut Avenue
(southbound)
■■Winton Way at Santa Fe Drive
(northbound)
■■Winton Way at Almond Avenue
(northbound)

26
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3.1 Overall Framework Plan

Winton
& Olive

Winton Community Park

Figure 3.1.1 Framework
plan highlighting major
roads, gateways, and
community destinations.
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3.2 Improvements to Roadways and Intersections

3.2 Improvements to Roadways
and Intersections
The overarching strategy for roadway and intersection improvements
is to provide continuous sidewalks and bicycle facilities from Atwater to
Winton Community Park. The following conceptual designs support this
goal.
Short- and Long-term
Improvements to Winton Way

1. Winton Way north of Hall Boulevard
2. Winton Way between Hall Boulevard and
Park Avenue

Employing a place-based response to
changing conditions along Winton Way,
the recommendations in this section
respond to the following five contexts:

3. Intersection of Winton Way and Santa Fe
Drive
4. Winton Way south of Santa Fe Drive
5. Almond Avenue
CALEB

PERIDOT
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EDYTHE
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ANNE
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MC CONNEL

MEGHAN

EDYTHE

BETH

Figure 3.2.1 Segments of
Winton Way with suggested
roadway improvements

In the short term, roadway improvements
utilize low-cost solutions like re-striping
travel lanes. The Winton Community
Plan also identifies priority sidewalk
improvements which should be pursued in
the short term.
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3.2 Improvements to Roadways and Intersections

1. Winton Way north of Hall Boulevard
Narrow the two existing travel lanes to
accommodate Class II bicycle lanes
and on-street parallel parking. Expand
sidewalks to improve pedestrian access
and continuity to downtown, as well as

Winton Community Park. In many places,
there is no sidewalk. Where present,
the sidewalk curb remains in the same
location.

1

2

3
4

5

Figure 3.2.2 Existing cross section North of Hall Boulevard

Issues addressed:

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

Bicycle
Facilities

Figure 3.2.3 Proposed cross section North of Hall Boulevard
Draft — January 2019
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3.2 Improvements to Roadways and Intersections

2. Winton Way between Hall Boulevard and Park Avenue
The following two options are
viable improvements to this
segment of Winton Way. They
are presented here with pros
and cons to help facilitate the
community's determination of
the preferred option.

Option A: Head-in Angled Parking
Narrow the two travel lanes to
accommodate head-in angled on-street
parking with Class IV separated bikeways
between the parking and the sidewalk.

Plant additional street trees to continue
the existing street tree pattern and provide
curb extensions. Sidewalk curb remains in
existing location.

Figure 3.2.4 Existing cross section between Hall Boulevard and Park Avenue

Option A
Pros
Familiar parking concept
Cons
Limited traffic visibility
when parked
Bicyclist visibility at
intersections and driveways
is limited
Bicycle lane maintenance
particularly challenging
adjacent to curb
Issues addressed:

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

Bicycle
Facilities

Figure 3.2.5 Proposed head-in parking cross section between Hall Boulevard and Park Avenue
30
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Option B: Back-in Angled Parking
Narrow the two travel lanes to
accommodate Class II bicycle lanes and
back-in angled on-street parking.

3.2 Improvements to Roadways and Intersections

Plant additional street trees to continue
the existing street tree pattern and provide
curb extensions. Sidewalk curb remains in
existing location.

1

2

3
4

5

Figure 3.2.6 Existing cross section between Hall Boulevard and Park Avenue

Option B
Pros
Bicycle lane visibility
Traffic and bicycle visibility
when parked
Vehicle doors and trunk
access are oriented toward
the sidewalk
Cons
Unfamiliar parking concept
Bicycle lane maintenance
Issues addressed:

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

Bicycle
Facilities

Figure 3.2.7 Proposed back-in parking cross section between Hall Boulevard and Park Avenue
Draft — January 2019
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3.2 Improvements to Roadways and Intersections

3. Intersection of Winton Way and Santa Fe Drive
The design team studied various
alternatives to improve the intersection
of Winton Way and Santa Fe Drive. Two
alternatives for intersection realignments,
Option A and Option B, are presented on
the following pages.

1

2

Additional conceptual plan drawings
for Winton Way, including the segments
directly north and south of this
intersection, are provided in Appendix A,
Conceptual Roadway Designs.

3
4

Sa

5

a
nt
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e
iv
Dr

Railroad Tracks
as Barrier

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

Bicycle
Facilities

Community
Identity and
Gathering
Places

Winton Way

Issues addressed:

0

60'

120'

Figure 3.2.8 Existing conditions at intersection of Winton Way and Santa Fe Drive
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3.2 Improvements to Roadways and Intersections

Early Concepts
The design team explored some preliminary alternatives for the Winton Way and
Santa Fe Drive intersection with one or more roundabouts. These initial concepts were
determined to be overly complex and ultimately not pursued in greater detail.

Figure 3.2.9 and Figure 3.2.10 Early conceptual sketches for roundabout options at Winton Way
and Santa Fe Drive

Features of Intersection Realignment Options
Both Option A and Option B (Figures 3.2.11
■■Closure of the slip lane that provides for
and 3.2.12) include the following features:
direct southbound right turn movements
and eastbound left turn movements.
■■A right turn lane from northbound
These movements would take place at
Winton Way to eastbound Santa Fe
Park Avenue.
Drive; in the existing condition drivers
sometimes use the paved shoulder as a
Both Option A and Option B
de facto right turn lane.
■■Class II bicycle lanes in both directions
on Winton Way and Santa Fe Drive.

Pros

Reduced delay and improved capacity by
eliminating split phasing

■■Continuous pedestrian crosswalks and
sidewalks on both sides of Winton Way,
across Santa Fe Drive and the railroad
tracks.

Improved capacity by addition of a
northbound right turn lane

■■Extension of the “welcome park” south
of the fire station.

Increase size of the “welcome park” near
the fire station

Draft — January 2019

Improved access for pedestrians and
bicyclists

Walkable Winton Town Center Plan
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3.2 Improvements to Roadways and Intersections

3. Intersection of Winton Way and Santa Fe Drive (continued)
The following two options are
viable improvements to this
intersection. They are presented
here with pros and cons to
help facilitate the community's
determination of the preferred
option.

Option A Intersection Realignment
Realign the intersection within the existing
County right-of-way. The primary goal of
the realignment is to physically separate
the turning paths of the northbound left
turn movement and the southbound left
turn movement, which allows the existing
split phasing to be removed. Traditional
leading left turn signal phasing would

then be possible. The realignment is
accomplished by shifting and tapering the
southbound left turn lane to the east and
shifting the northbound left turn lane to
the west. This latter shift is accomplished
by eliminating the unnecessary second
southbound departure lane.

Option A
Pros
Requires no new right-ofway
See table on page 33 for
additional pros of both
Option A and Option B
Cons
The Santa Fe Drive
approaches continue to be
skewed from each other

0

60'

120'

Figure 3.2.11 Realignment Option A
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Option B Intersection Realignment
Obtain excess right-of-way BNSF railroad
to further realign the intersection and
reduce the skew of the west leg of the
intersection, thereby aligning the Santa
Fe Drive approaches with each other. All
of the goals and provisions of option A
are retained in this option. If approved

3.2 Improvements to Roadways and Intersections

by BNSF railroad, this option could also
include a shared use path as a rails-withtrails improvement.

Option B
Pros
Reduction of skew for the
west leg of the intersection
Shorter crossing distance
for the north and west leg
crosswalks, which improves
pedestrian safety and signal
timing
Smaller overall intersection
size, which increases safety
and reduces delay
Larger expansion of the
“welcome park”
Improved pedestrian and
bicyclist connectivity via
the rails-with-trails path,
with improved comfort
due to more separation
from motor vehicle traffic.
The shared use path
could provide access to
possible additional park
improvement in the excess
railroad right-of-way south
of Santa Fe Drive between
Walnut Avenue and Winton
Way

0

60'

120'

See table on page 33 for
additional pros of both
Option A and Option B
Cons
Right-of-way must be
obtained from BNSF
railroad

Figure 3.2.12 Realignment Option B
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4. Winton Way south of Santa Fe Drive
1

2

3
4

5

The Approach
During the design fair, community
members discussed the current traffic
demands on Winton Way south of Santa
Fe Drive. Some shared concerns about
traffic capacity if Winton Way were to be
narrowed from four through lanes to two
through lanes.
However, Average daily traffic (ADT)
figures suggest that traffic can be
managed without significant delays with
two through lanes and a center turn lane.
This approach is more consistent with
the Winton Circulation Diagram (Merced
County General Plan) which shows Winton
Way as only a minor arterial between
Santa Fe Drive and Gertrude Avenue.
Additionally, existing traffic congestion will
be relieved by improvements to the Santa
Fe and Winton Way intersection, including
improved signal phasing.
Nevertheless, In response to the
community concerns, this plan provides
two options illustrating alternative
approaches to Winton Way. The consultant
team's recommendation is to use a "road
diet" approach on Winton Way north
of Almond Avenue, which serves as a
gateway into Winton, and maintain the
existing five travel lanes south of Almond
Avenue.
Road Diets
Narrowing Winton Way from five lanes
to three lanes aims to increase vehicular
safety; to provide more space, safety, and
comfort for pedestrians and bicyclists; and
to create a more economically friendly
environment. Practitioners generally refer
to such a reduction as a configuration as a
"road diet" or "road right-sizing".

bicycle facilities. Typically, road diets are
associated with the conversion of streets
from four lanes (two through lanes in each
direction) to three lanes, (one through lane
in each direction, and a center two-way
left-turn lane, or median with turning
pockets); though they can take other
forms depending on the existing roadway
configuration. Road diets typically result in
an environment that is safer and friendlier
to drivers, bicyclists, and pedestrians.
The slowing of vehicular traffic generally
results in a reduction in collisions and an
increased comfort level for pedestrians
and bicyclists. The reduction in lanes also
provides enough room to add bicycle
lanes.
Despite the decrease in travel lanes, road
diets can often result in improved vehicle
operations by allowing the provision
of roundabouts, dedicated turn lanes,
or customized signal timing to make
intersections operate more efficiently. At
the same time, road diets may increase the
availability of on-street parking, and make
off-street parking easier to access.
The combination of increased safety,
efficiency, and user comfort has also
been seen to have a positive impact
on businesses located along road diet
corridors. Case studies have shown that
downtown corridors that undergo a road
diet generally experience an increase
in sales and property values while
experiencing a decrease in vacancy rates.
This is often attributed to the fact that after
the implementation of a road diet, it is
easier for drivers and bicyclists to access
businesses; since pedestrians feel more
comfortable, they are more likely to visit
multiple businesses during one trip.

These conversions have been used by
communities throughout the U.S. to
address traffic safety, accessibility and
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Figure 3.2.13 Before a road
diet, this street is 5 lanes wide
with on-street parking

Figure 3.2.14 After a road diet,
this street has two travel lanes,
a planted median, bicycle lanes,
and on-street parking

Draft — January 2019
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4. Winton Way south of Santa Fe Drive (continued)
The following two options are
viable improvements to this
segment of Winton Way. They
are presented here with pros
and cons to help facilitate the
community's determination of
the preferred option.

Option A: Road Diet (Recommended north of Almond Avenue)
Class II buffered bicycle lanes and onReduce the cross section from four travel
street parallel parking. Provide street trees
lanes (plus center turn lane) to two lanes
along sidewalks.
(plus center turn lane), accommodating

Figure 3.2.15 Existing cross section south of Santa Fe Drive

Option A: Road Diet
Pros
Parallel parking added
Street trees added
Wider sidewalk
Reduced conflict points
Less potential for speeding
by motorists
Cons
Reduced number of travel
lanes
Higher cost
Issues addressed:

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

Bicycle
Facilities

Perception of
Safety

Community
Identity and
Gathering
Places
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Option B: Five-Lane Roadway (Recommended south of Almond Avenue)
bicycle lanes. Do not provide on-street
Narrow the four travel lanes and maintain
parking.
the center turn lane width. Restripe
roadway to include buffered Class II

Figure 3.2.17 Existing cross section south of Santa Fe Drive

Option B: Five-Lane
Roadway
Pros
Maintain number of travel
lanes
Lower cost
Cons
No parallel parking
No street trees
Nominal sidewalk

Issues addressed:

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

Bicycle
Facilities

Figure 3.2.18 Proposed cross section south of Santa Fe Drive
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5. Almond Avenue
1

The Almond Avenue right-of-way width
varies from lot to lot as parcel lines jog
between Frank Sparkes Elementary
School and Winton Way. This introduces
a challenge to creating a continuous
streetscape.

2

3
4

5

Issues addressed:

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

by adding “sharrows” (markings indicating
a shared bicycle/vehicle lane) to the travel
lanes. The area between the new sidewalk
and the existing pavement can remain
unpaved in order to save cost, and can
serve as parallel on-street parking. Pave
driveway aprons to help keep sidewalks
clean. If additional funding is available
as part of the sidewalk project, consider
paving the entire area between the
sidewalk and the roadway to provide a
cleaner look.

Prioritize a continuous sidewalk, the
addition of bicycle facilities, and narrow
travel lanes with slow vehicle speeds.

Bicycle
Facilities

The North side of Almond Avenue has
more consistent space available to fit a
sidewalk in the existing right-of-way and
should be prioritized in the short term.
Table 3.2.A provides recommendations
for amenities to prioritize in three roadway
conditions. These typical conditions are
taken from two locations, shown in Figures
3.2.20 and 3.2.21.

Just east of the Frank Sparkes Elementary
School dropoff, restripe the roadway to
provide 10’ travel lanes, a Class II bicycle
facility, and on-street parking.
In the long term, the County could
consider completing the sidewalk on
the south side between Winton Way
and Cypress Avenue in order to improve
connectivity to the school. East of Frank
Sparkes Elementary School this could
be accomplished through acquisition of
additional right-of-way to achieve a 36’
wide street. In the absence of additional
ROW, the County could consider
improving a non-standard, narrower
roadway (28’-35’) that would limit future
on-street parking. West of the Frank
Sparkes Elementary School dropoff, a new
sidewalk on the south side can provide
connectivity for those living on or west of
Cypress Avenue to the school.

The right-of-way varies along Almond
Avenue. Between Winton Way and
Frank Sparkes Elementary School, some
segments are 48’ and some segments
are less than 48’ wide. Just east of Frank
Sparkes Elementary School, the right-ofway widens to approx. 60’.
In the short term, between Winton Way
and Frank Sparkes Elementary School, add
a sidewalk on the north side, and restripe
the existing pavement to provide 10’
travel lanes and 4’ shoulders. (This could
be done as part of the next resurfacing
project.) Create Class III bicycle facilities
Table 3.2.A Almond Avenue Recommendations
On-Street Parking
Right-ofPaving
Way Width Width One side Two sides
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<48'

28'-35'

48'

36'

X

60'

44'

X

Bicycle Facilities
Class II

X
X

Class III

Sidewalk
North side South side

X

X

X1

X

X

X2

X

X2

1

By existing Merced County standards, a roadway with paved width less than 36' is considered a “partial street”.
The standard treatment for a partial street is to have a sidewalk on one side of the street only. When pursuing the
improvements to these narrow portions of Almond Avenue, keep in mind that an effort to add sidewalks to both
sides of the street would not meet existing County standards. Prioritize the sidewalk on the north side of Almond
Avenue.

2

These sidewalk improvements are recommended as potential long-term projects. Prioritize the sidewalk on the
north side of Almond Avenue.
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3.2 Improvements to Roadways and Intersections

Figure 3.2.19 Existing cross section of Almond
Avenue between school and Winton Way

Figure 3.2.20 Proposed cross section of Almond
Avenue between school and Winton Way, looking
west. The sidewalk is on the north side of the
street.

Draft — January 2019

Figure 3.2.21 Proposed cross section of Almond
Avenue west of school, looking west. The sidewalk
is on the north side of the street. The six feet against
the right-of-way on the south side of the street can
be a shoulder or a sidewalk.
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3.3 Design Tools for
Improvements
In coordination with the roadway improvements and conceptual designs
discussed above, Winton can use a variety of techniques to create a more
walkable environment.
Issues addressed:

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

Perception of
Safety

Bicycle
Facilities

Community
Identity and
Gathering
Places

Traffic Calming
Traffic calming initiatives focus on creating
a safer pedestrian and bicycle network
along the corridor. Calming traffic along
Winton Way, including reducing travel
speeds and modifying driver behavior
near intersections, can help to make the
area more safe and comfortable for all
users, including motorists.
Curb Extensions
Curb extensions extend the sidewalk and
curb line into the parking lane to visually
and physically narrow the roadway. This
reduces crossing distance for pedestrians,
improves sight lines between drivers and
pedestrians, and reduces vehicle speeds.

Curb extensions prevent motorists from
parking too close to a crosswalk (which
can visually screen pedestrians from
traffic) or from parking in a manner that
can block a curb ramp or crosswalk.
They also improve the public realm by
providing adequate space for accessible
ramps and crossing infrastructure, as well
as additional space for landscaping and
streetscape features.
Along Winton Way, curb extensions should
be installed at every major intersection of
downtown Winton.

Figure 3.3.1 Planted curb
extension
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Parking
Back-In Angled Parking
Back-in angled parking is a diagonal
parking configuration that provides an
alternative to head-in angled parking.
The parking maneuver is simply the first
motion of parallel parking. Back-in angled
parking allows the driver to easily exit the
travel lane while parking and provides
significantly improved sightlines to
oncoming motor vehicles and bicycles
when exiting the parking space. It
positions vehicles' trunks for easy loading
from the sidewalk. It also directs any
children exiting the back seat away from
traffic, with the open door shielding them
from the roadway. Back-in parking also
improves sight lines when entering the
roadway from intersections and driveways.

During the design fair, some community
members expressed enthusiasm for
the idea of back-in angled parking along
Winton Way as a solution to the current
issue of low visibility when a parked driver
is backing out into the travel lane. Other
community members were wary of the
concept. This concept can be easily tested
in a temporary way so that community
members can try back-in angled parking
in a low-risk setting, and decide on their
preference after they've had a chance to
test the idea.
The reconfiguration can be accomplished
simply by restriping roads and so is no
more costly than head-in angled parking.

Figure 3.3.2 Back-in angled
parking example improves
visibility and safety for drivers
and bicyclists on the road.
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Issues addressed:

Community
Identity and
Gathering
Places

Gateways
Gateways can signal to drivers that they
are entering a downtown environment
that warrants a change in driving behavior
and increased awareness of bicyclists
and pedestrians. Winton has several key
entry points where gateway features could
improve the experience of arrival.
Currently, Winton has roadway signs at the
edges of the community, but these lack
distinctive character that could set Winton
apart and celebrate Winton as a unique
place.
Gateways and signage were discussed
at the Design Fair and by the Advisory
Group as features that could enhance
Winton's identity. The framework plan,
Figure 3.1.1, identifies five priority gateway
opportunities. The four opportunities on

the periphery occur at entrance points to
the community.
The gateway opportunity on Winton
Way at Almond Avenue offers a natural
place for a gateway as it is the start of a
commercial stretch. This corresponds
with the point where the street section
potentially changes from five lanes to two
lanes as proposed in Section 3.2.
The central opportunity at the intersection
of Santa Fe and Winton Way announces
the center of the community as well as
the southern end of the central business
area. This intersection is an opportunity
to attract the attention of the through
traffic on Santa Fe, perhaps enticing some
passersby to turn onto Winton Way and
see what the community has to offer.

Figure 3.3.3 Monument in
open green space adjacent to
street traffic
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Gateway features can take a variety of
forms in different relationships with the
roadway. Monument signs can sit in a
median between two travel lanes and
can be low in height. Alternatively, simple
post signs or monument signs can sit on
the side of the roadway. Large overhead
gateways can project over the roadway,
often symmetrically, and create a grander
sense of entrance.

3.3 Design Tools for Improvements

In Winton, gateway signage should
be considered in conjunction with
other roadway and opportunity site
improvements. For example, the
redesign of the Santa Fe and Winton Way
intersection presents an opportunity to
integrate a gateway feature. Similarly, the
opportunity site north of the railroad tracks
could incorporate a gateway feature or
signage alongside any new community
amenities.

Figure 3.3.4 Gateway sign in
Kerman, CA

Figure 3.3.5 Gateway example
from Fresno, CA
Figure 3.3.6 (Left) Gateway
design example at the
intersection of Winton Way and
Walnut Avenue
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Issues addressed:

Retail and
Services

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

Perception of
Safety

Figure 3.3.7 Street trees

Figure 3.3.8 Pedestrian
lighting

Streetscape and Frontages
Street Trees
Street trees are an important streetscape
element for three reasons. First, they
contribute to a comfortable pedestrian
environment. Winton's hot climate can
make the outdoors seem uninviting
without the relief provided by shade. Trees
can lower the ambient temperature on the
sidewalk and shield pedestrians from the
harsh, damaging rays of the sun.
Second, the shade that street trees
provide helps preserve the built
environment. By protecting the asphalt
and the sidewalk from the incessant
beating sun, street trees can extend the
life of these roadway materials, improving
the condition of streets and sidewalks and
saving money on costly repairs.
Third, street trees have been
demonstrated to provide a measurable
economic benefit in downtown areas,
both in increased revenue streams and
increased property values.
Along Winton Way, some trees are in poor
condition and suffer from apparent lack of
water. Planting, irrigation, and maintenance
of street trees, as well as consistent
lighting along Winton Way, will require
the mutual cooperation of property and
business owners.
Street trees should be selected and
placed to maximize a continuous, verdant
shade canopy for pedestrians. In order
for trees to grow to a substantial size they
will typically require a tree well at least 6’
wide and 5’ deep and will require space
and periodic pruning to ensure minimal
conflict with building facades as they grow
taller. Larger street trees can be planted
with a broader tree well where curb
extensions are implemented.
Lighting

Figure 3.3.9 Mural
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Pedestrian-scaled lighting helps foster
a safe and comfortable pedestrian
environment. Properly illuminating the
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pedestrian path of travel can contribute
to pedestrian safety, and is an important
component of crime prevention through
environmental design (CPTED). Illumination
can increase foot traffic after dark and
enhance business exposure and activity.
Pedestrian-scaled lighting serves a
specialized purpose that is different
from motor vehicle-oriented lighting.
Pedestrian lighting is typically positioned
over the sidewalk rather than over the
street, and is usually 12 to 15 feet in height.
When lampposts are placed between the
sidewalk's path of travel and the roadway,
they can also serve as a visual buffer from
motor vehicle traffic that further enhances
the sense of pedestrian safety.
Together, pedestrian-scaled lighting and
motor vehicle-scale lighting can illuminate
the roadway and sidewalk to keep all users
safe and comfortable.
Public Art
Public art can contribute to community
identity and pride. One example of
public art in Winton is the colorful train
mural on the northwest corner of Winton
Way and Bobbie Avenue. Murals are an
effective and simple form, and can enliven
otherwise bland streetscapes, particularly
when there is a blank wall or fence facing
the pedestrian path of travel.
One key opportunity for a mural in
Winton is the street-facing facade of
the Dollar General store on Winton Way.
The building is quite long, and has no
windows or openings onto Winton Way.
Instead, it opens onto and faces the
parking lot, perpendicular to the roadway.
As a result, its long facade makes for a
dull and unwelcoming frontage at the
central intersection in Winton. Without
renovating the building to introduce more
transparency on the street facade, a mural
could be a low-cost option to enliven the
facade and replace an eyesore with a
source of pride.
Draft — January 2019
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Pedestrian Routes
Crosswalks
High-visibility markings signal to motorists
that they should be aware of the potential
presence of individuals in the roadway.
Every crosswalk across Madera Avenue
should have longitudinal markings, which
have greater visibility than the simple
parallel lines. The markings should be
2 feet wide, a minimum of 10 feet long,
and spaced to avoid the wheel paths of
vehicles to provide a longer maintenance
cycle.
Special crosswalks with enhanced
markings can be used to increase the
visibility of the crosswalk on uncontrolled
approaches to unsignalized intersections,
at mid-block crossings and in pedestrianintensive areas. This may consist of pavers
or other textured crosswalk treatments,
raised crosswalks, passively activated
in-pavement lighting, or uniquely designed
markings. Care should be given to make
sure that pavers or other crosswalk
treatments are smooth and level to allow
for passage by someone in a wheelchair.
Safe Routes to School
Sidewalk expansion is especially important
for "safe routes to school". Priority should
be given to pedestrian paths used for
access to the four schools in Winton.
Universally Accessible Curb Ramps
To improve mobility for all and to comply
with Americans with Disabilities Act

Draft — January 2019

Issues addressed:

regulations, curb ramps should be installed
at every intersection. Where feasible, two
per corner at right angles to the curb
should be encouraged, rather than having
one “diagonal” curb ramp per corner
(acceptable but not recommended).
Slopes must comply with ADA standards
with a maximum slope of 1:12. Curb ramp
slopes must be perpendicular to any grade
break, and wherever possible should align
with the crosswalks for the benefit of the
visually impaired. Ramps must also have
level landings at any locations where
pedestrians must turn in order to use the
ramp, and landings must be at least 48 by
48 inches. Ramps must have detectable
warning strips (truncated domes) placed
in a two-foot wide band behind the normal
curb location.
Railroad Crossings
The County will need to work with BNSF
railroad to install improved pedestrian
crossings of the railroad tracks. In addition
to a smooth, level sidewalk, the crossings
should include other tools such as fences,
swing gates and pedestrian barriers or
gate arms. The pedestrian barrier would
be synchronized with the vehicular gate
arm and block passage when a train is
approaching.

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

Figure 3.3.10 Crosswalk
enhanced by artwork

Figure 3.3.11 Pedestrian
crossing at railroad tracks
with fencing and signs. Image
source: pedbikesafe.org
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3.4 Conceptual Designs for
Opportunity Sites
The following conceptual designs for opportunity sites are intended for
activation or improvement in the project area.
The 2018 Winton Community Plan
identifies opportunities for mixed-use
development along Winton Way. In the
short term, infill development will be
challenging in light of low land values and
low commercial rents.
The design team looked at short-term
placemaking strategies to "activate" vacant
and underutilized properties in central
Winton to strengthen existing business
activity and attract and incubate new
activity, as well as long-term placemaking
strategies through partnership with the
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railroad and creative building typologies.
Conceptual designs focus on the following
opportunity sites:
■■Winton Way near Hall Boulevard
■■Winton Way near Walnut Avenue
■■The vacant lots north and south of
Gerard Avenue
■■The vacant land between tracks and
Santa Fe
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Hall Blvd

Figure 3.4.1 Opportunity
sites can help form the identity
and character of the Winton
Corridor.

Walnut Ave

Gerard Ave
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Winton Way
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Short-Term
Opportunities
Issues addressed:

Community
Identity and
Gathering Places
Figure 3.4.2 (Left) Opportunity
sites on Winton Way near Hall
Boulevard
Figure 3.4.3 (Top right)
Example of warehouse building
in Lindsay, California converted
into community recreation
center.
Figure 3.4.4 (Bottom right)
Lindsay warehouse building
maintains the character of its
original facade.

Improvements on Winton Way near Hall Boulevard
The Lifeline Community Center and
nearby community garden are two
important destinations for the community.
Design Fair participants also mentioned
that the Armory storage facility had
recently been up for sale by its owner.
The Armory facility could become a
significant community amenity and
catalyst if it were repurposed for a public
use such as a community recreation
center. The adjacent vacant lot could also
provide programmable outdoor space
directly across from the community
garden.

which now serves as a thriving community
center.
Other potential improvements include:
■■Construction of an entry plaza or
"parklet" with new crosswalk and
entry monument in front of Lifeline
Community Center
■■Planting of additional shade trees in the
community garden and the introduction
of a shade structure/trellis/pergola

See photographs below of a successful
conversion of the McDermont Fruit
Company building in Lindsay, California,

Hall Blvd
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Figure 3.4.5 (Above) The
public square, framed by trees
and a trellis, can offer accessible
space for community
gatherings and events from the
potential adjacent recreation
center.
Figure 3.4.6 (Left) Existing
conditions
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Issues addressed:

Improvements on Winton Way near Walnut Avenue
Winton Way and Walnut Avenue is the
"heart of town".
Look for opportunities to repurpose
underutilized spaces, such as parking lots.

Retail and
Services

Community
Identity and
Gathering
Places

For example, the restaurant Mi Lindo
Apatzingan has an outdoor seating area,
but a parking lot separates this active
space from the sidewalk on Winton Way.
If the parking lot along Winton Way were
repurposed as a seating area or plaza
with shade, lights, or seating, this area
could become an active outdoor social
space. Eliminating the large driveway
along Winton Way would further improve
the pedestrian environment. Lost parking
spaces could be replaced by additional
angled parking spaces on the roadway.

This intersection serves as a gateway to
Winton Way, especially for traffic entering
from the north. Gateway features, such as
monument signs in the median, could help
to calm traffic and highlight the entrance
into Winton's commercial center.

Figure 3.4.7 Opportunity sites
on Winton Way near Walnut
Avenue

Walnut Ave
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Figure 3.4.8 (Above)
Repurposing the Mi Lindo
Apatzingan parking lot as
covered dining and seating
attracts visitors and activates
the street corner.
Figure 3.4.9 (Left) Existing
conditions
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Issues addressed:

Retail and
Services

Community
Identity and
Gathering
Places

Improvements on Vacant Lots North and South of Gerard Avenue
A recent fire destroyed the building on
the northwest corner of Winton Way and
Gerard Avenue. The southwest corner
has a large vacant lot. These vacant
corner lots can become flexible public
spaces with the following improvements:

■■Picnic shelter, landscaping, and paving
for food trucks and farmer's markets

■■A wall mural and parklet adjacent to
Winton Appliances

Figure 3.4.10 Vacant lot
opportunity sites on Winton Way
and Gerard Avenue

Gerard Ave
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Figure 3.4.11 (Above) Lowcost improvements like the wall
mural and flexible park space
give residents flexible outdoor
space for various activities.
Figure 3.4.12 (Left) Existing
conditions
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Long-Term
Opportunities

56

Community
Identity and
Gathering
Places
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Issues addressed:
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Figure 3.4.13 A gateway park
and rail-adjacent trail path on
the vacant land between the
tracks and Santa Fe Drive builds
town identity for visitors and
residents.

Improvements on Vacant Land
Between Tracks and Santa Fe
Currently, there is a wide swath of vacant
land west of Winton Way between Santa
Fe Drive and the railroad tracks. Section
3.2 explored the potential realignment of
the Santa Fe and Winton Way intersection,
a project that would require the County
to acquire some of this property from the
railroad. An alternate approach, which is
viable even without acquisition of the land,
is for the County to utilize the vacant land
as a community gathering space under an
easement with the railroad.

Walkable Winton Town Center Plan

During the design fair, community
members provided many ideas for how to
use this space to bring people together. A
skate park and a bike park were two such
ideas. The illustrative plan above conveys
the concept of building a mountain bike
area and landscaped park in the vacant
space, which also serves as a gateway
feature.
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Rails-With-Trails
The BNSF railroad is a major regional
connector and has continuous rightof-way from Turlock to Merced. To take
advantage of this continuity, space
adjacent to the rails could be used to
build a Class I path as a "rails-with-trails"
project—a variant on the popular "railsto-trails" conversion in which the railroad
remains in use and a path is built alongside
the tracks.
Rails-with-trails projects can have a variety
of configurations. To address safety
concerns along the active tracks, some
paths are paired with fences or grade
separation from the tracks.

3.4 Conceptual Designs for Opportunity Sites

the County, linking Winton with Livingston
to the northwest and Merced to the
southeast. In Winton, this path would
be located north of the tracks between
the rail line and Santa Fe Drive. Where
adequate railroad right-of-way exists,
Merced County could partner with the
railroad to provide a Class I off-street path.
In places where the railroad right-of-way is
too narrow to accommodate an adjacent
path, cyclists would rejoin the Class II
facilities on the roadway and pedestrians
would rejoin the sidewalk.
This project would require cooperation
of the railroad. It would not necessarily
require purchase of right-of-way, but could
instead be arranged as an easement.

Issues addressed:

Railroad Tracks
as Barrier

Sidewalks and
Safe Routes to
School

Bicycle
Facilities

Merced County designates the Santa Fe
corridor as a major bicycle route through
Figure 3.4.14 (Left) Martin
Luther King Jr. Promenade, San
Diego, CA
Figure 3.4.15 (Below) Chehalis
Western Trail in Washington
State
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Infill Building
Prototypes
Issues addressed:

Retail and
Services

Figure 3.4.16 (Right) Prototype
lot locations

Current commercial development
potential in Winton is limited by economic
feasibility. Low commercial rents do
not provide enough revenue for new
commercial development to make
financial sense.
In response to this challenging
environment, the team explored
prototypes for buildings that could "fill
in the gaps" along the corridor in the
longer term by taking advantage of the
new Mixed-Use zoning classification
applied to parcels along Winton Way. This
zoning designation gives landowners the
opportunity to develop both commercial
and residential units on the same parcel.
Returns from residential units can make
development financially worthwhile
and cover the cost of the commercial
development. This enables developers
to obtain return on investment while also
providing new commercial space that can
further activate Winton Way and expand
the goods and services offered to the
Winton community.

1
2
Gerard Ave

Both prototypes employ "horizontal"
mixed-use configuration, in which different
uses are placed adjacent to one another
(rather than stacked on top of one another
in multiple stories). Prototypes were
developed using two currently vacant lots
on Winton Way as examples. See Figure
3.4.16 for locations.
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Prototype 1: Mixed-Use with Phased Commercial
In this type, commercial development is attached to a courtyard building with residential
units. The commercial unit faces the sidewalk but still benefits from the adjacent open
space. This prototype can be built in two phases, if needed. The courtyard building can
be built first with a concrete pad in place of the commercial component. Later, when
viable, the commercial space can be finished and rented.
All

ey

Alley

Winton Way

W

Figure 3.4.17 Mixed-use building prototype with
small attached commercial component

on
int

y
Wa

Figure 3.4.18 Courtyard privacy isn't compromised
by the small retail facing Winton Way.

Prototype 2: Mixed-Use Flex
In this type, courtyard buildings with residential units frame an outdoor public space for
commercial activity and events. The residential component of the development brings
additional housing opportunities to the corridor and matches these added dwelling
units with another center of activity. This commercial space is best suited for temporary
vendors.
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Gerard Avenue
Figure 3.4.19 Mixed-use lot prototype with flexible
corner plaza for small, temporary vendors
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Figure 3.4.20 Framing the corner plaza with a
shade structure and building face mural creates
an environment that welcomes small commercial
activities and events.
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4.1 Economic Development
Recommendations
To strengthen the overall economic sustainability of Winton’s Town
Center and respond to interviews of Winton Way businesses, conducted
during the October 2018 Winton Design Fair, the following economic
development recommendations are proposed.

1

Recommendation

Streetscape
Enhancements
The most common response from Winton
Way businesses during the interviews
was to add street lighting. Street lighting
is important for visibility and natural
surveillance of the street. Well-maintained
trees and landscaping, seating, and
trash bins would also benefit businesses
by encouraging an attractive, clean,
and welcoming environment. Certain
amenities could be installed relatively
inexpensively. Benches, for instance,
could be provided through a donation or
sponsorship program where personalized
plaques are placed on the benches.
Gateway monuments, such as the
proposed median gateway features at
Winton Way and Walnut Avenue, should
represent Winton. The Draft Community
Plan (August 2018), includes Action CD-5,
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Establish and design a Winton community
logo to be incorporated on street signs,
gateways, and public monuments.
Celebrating the uniqueness of the
community through gateway features is
important to signify what the community
embodies and values and can attract new
residents, businesses, and visitors.
Lastly, public art along the street should
be encouraged. Public art, including
murals, is already being created through
the Winton Historical Society and service
organizations and should be coordinated
with the local schools so students have
opportunities to participate in community
beautification.
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Streetscape
Implementation Example

Figures 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 Bike rack (above) and bench (below)
in San Luis Obispo.

The City of San Luis Obispo
has a bench and bike rack
donation program. The “Racks
with Plaques” program allows
locations in downtown and
parks to receive brand new
bicycle racks for free and allows
donors to be permanently
recognized. Donors volunteer
to purchase a bike rack from
the City, the donor’s message
is attached, and the rack
is installed at the location
determined by the City and the
donor. A 4-bike rack estimated
cost is $1,150 (https://www.
slocity.org/government/
department-directory/publicworks/programs-and-services/
bicycling/racks-with-plaques).

Table 4.1.A Draft Community Plan Implementing Actions Relevant to Streetscape
Enhancement Recommendations
CD-2

Require new development fronting Winton Way to provide or contribute towards new
street furnishing purchases.

CD-3

Enhance landscaping at gateway locations identified on Figure 4.1, Circulation Plan.

CD-4

Ensure new development at gateway locations provides opportunities for community
gateway features.

CD-5

Establish and design a Winton community logo to be incorporated on street signs,
gateways, and public monuments.

CD-6

Develop and install a wayfinding signage program to direct residents and visitors to
key destinations throughout Winton.

CIR-3

Create a list of approved trees that may be planted in landscape strips required along
new or reconstructed roadways in Winton.

CIR-12 Eliminate or relocate sidewalk obstacles such as telephone poles, street lights, curbcuts, poorly aligned street furnishings, and irrigation control boxes.
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2

Recommendation

Programming That
Activates the Street
Vacant lots and underutilized spaces, like
parking lots along Winton Way, could be
used immediately for temporary uses and
events, including food truck gatherings,
pop-ups, live music and dancing, and
farmers’ markets. This would provide
activity and draw more people to Winton
Way, supporting businesses and creating
opportunities for residents and business
owners to build relationships. Alternatively,

if there is difficulty obtaining property
owner permission for temporary uses,
closing the street is effective and could
be used until or in combination with future
improved spaces designed for these types
of uses. An annual schedule of event and
activities should be created and provided
to all businesses and residents.

Figure 4.1.1 A marketplace
activates the streetscape
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Recommendation

Reduce
Regulatory Barriers
The County is currently developing
standards for the Mixed Use Zone,
which is proposed for much of Winton
Way, and should encourage desired
uses by allowing them by-right. Desired
uses include residential development
to support commercial and flexible
commercial uses to accommodate
dynamic shifts in the retail and business
environment over time. Vertical and
horizontal mixed-use developments
should be allowed.
Standards should require appropriate
integration of residential uses into the
commercial corridor through building
and parking placement (e.g., buildings
oriented to the street with parking behind
or to the side of buildings). Also, frontage
standards should require building facades
that are well-designed and compatible
with the commercial environment, such as
requiring commercial uses along the street

at intersections, ground floor transparency,
and clear height to accommodate retail
uses.
Supplemental standards can pose
significant obstacles for new businesses
and development. Parking standards
should be flexible and allow reductions
and alternatives, such as shared or
joint-use parking and off-site parking
agreements. Sign standards should be
business-friendly but have appropriate
controls that result in a visually uncluttered
streetscape.

3

Lastly, sidewalk dining should be allowed
to animate the street. Seating and tables
for sidewalk dining should be visible from
the public right-of-way, not hidden behind
a wall, and sidewalk dining standards
should provide for adequate pedestrian
clearance.

Figure 4.1.2 and Figure
4.1.3 Examples of horizontal
mixed use
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4

Recommendation

Business Coordination
and Cooperation
Business coordination and cooperation
is often a significant factor in vibrant
commercial districts. Initially forming a
business watch type group, similar to a
neighborhood watch, but for businesses,
could be considered to help address
safety and cleanliness issues, other
issues, as well as provide an opportunity
for merchant cooperation. This could
give rise to the establishment of a more
formal business association or business
improvement district (BID), which can
fund a variety of improvements and

services, and create a united business
voice for communicating to the MAC or
others. A BID is generally self-imposed and
self-governed and generates revenues
from the properties or businesses within
the district. BIDs have an initial term of
five years but experience relatively high
renewal rates as they are self-governed
(typically by a downtown association or
other nonprofit organization). Ultimately,
a BID would provide substantial benefit to
the business and property owners along
Winton Way.

CLOSER LOOK

What is a business improvement district?
A business improvement district or BID
provides revenue for improvements and
services that supplement or enhance
County services, such as public safety,
landscaping maintenance, special events,
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public art, street furnishings, marketing,
and advocacy on behalf of the business
district.
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Recommendation

Business
Assistance
There are many programs available for
business assistance, which should be
promoted in the community. They include
Small Business Development Center
(SBDC) trainings for business planning,
loans for business gap financing, rebates
for lighting and energy upgrades (Merced
Irrigation District), and other programs.
Programs could be promoted by
organizations, such as the SBDC, directly
visiting businesses in Winton or having a
booth at temporary events.
The Winton Educational Foundation (WEF)
currently acts as a business incubator
space, adjacent to the Mercado Winton.
WEF’s operations should be supported to

help start-up businesses and encourage
entrepreneurs in Winton.
A façade improvement program is
also recommended. This type of
program provides grants to help fund
improvements to storefronts, such as
exterior light fixtures, signage, repainting,
and new windows. The Merced Main
Street Association’s Façade Program
provides a matching grant program,
which is funded through the downtown
Merced BID. All properties within the BID
boundaries are eligible, and grants range
from $250 to $3,000 per building with the
applicant paying a 50% match.

5

Table 4.1.B Draft Community Plan Implementing Actions Relevant to Business Assistance
Recommendations
LU-4

Organize a “red team” or business leaders that can meet with new business prospects
about Winton’s business climate. The “red team” concept is an affordable alternative
to full time economic development staff.

LU-5

County staff or designated appointee should represent Winton at state and regional
International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC) events, and at other meetings with
retail business prospects to promote commercial development along Winton Way.
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Recommendation

Workforce
Training
There are also many available resources
for vocational training that should be
promoted in Winton. The Central Valley
Opportunity Center (CVOC), County
Regional Occupational Program (ROP),
County Worknet, Merced College
Customer Service Academy, and others
provide training for adults and students in
various skills. Further, there may be more
opportunities to coordinate with the High
School Career Center to find student
internships or apprentice positions at
Winton businesses.

Walkable Winton Town Center Plan

Outreach to the staff of these programs
and organizations should be conducted
to coordinate on the best methods for
promoting their resources in Winton
(e.g., coordination on participation in an
annual schedule of temporary event and
activities, etc.).
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4.2 Phasing Plan and
Funding Strategy
This Section describes implementation
of the Winton Walkable Town Center
Plan, which will involve various funding
sources and partnerships. Table 4.2.A
lists the design proposals in Chapter 3,
the anticipated lead funding agency, the
agency or organization responsible for
implementation and maintenance, and
provides potential funding sources. The
proposed improvements are grouped into
four segments from north to south along
the study area. In addition, implementation
tools and strategies are listed, reflecting
additional recommendations and
community input received during Plan
development.
Time frames for implementation are
identified as short-term (up to 5 years),
medium-term (5 to 10 years), and longterm (more than 10 years). Criteria for
estimating the timing of each proposed

Draft — January 2019

improvement takes into consideration
the extent to which the improvement
would require major construction or
infrastructure improvements, identified or
availability of a dedicated funding source,
and overall scale and estimated cost of
the project. The short, mid, and long-term
designations, while suggestive of the
time frame in which the improvement
could be implemented, do not rank the
improvements based on priority. The
timing of any improvements or strategies
identified will depend on available
funding and other community priorities.
Implementation of proposed circulation
improvements is contingent upon
operational and geometric analysis of
design and lead agency approval.
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Table 4.2.A Implementation Strategy Summary Matrix
Lead Agency/
Organization

Votlunteers (donors,
nonprofits, etc.)

Private Development

Community Development
Corporations (CDCs)

Business Improvement
District (BID)

x

Proposition 68-SB 5

x

California Department of
Parks and Recreation

x

California Natural
Resources Agency

Cost

U.S. Department of
Agriculture

Timing1

Strategic Growth Council

Maintenance

Caltrans

Funding

Programmed Project

Implementation
Strategy

Potential Funding Sources2

Specific Design Proposals
Improvements near Winton Way and Hall Boulevard
Sidewalk/crosswalk
with entry plaza to
Lifeline Community
Center

County

County, CDC Short-Term

$$

Adaptive reuse of
County
warehouse building as
community recreation
center

County, CDC Long-Term

$$$

Community garden
improvements,
including increased
shade

CDC,
volunteers

Short-Term

$

County, BID

Short-Term

$

County,
private
property
owners

Short-Term

$

CDC

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Winton Way and Walnut Avenue
Median gateway
features

County

Remove curb cut and County,
activate parking lot of private
Mi Lindo Apatzingan
property
owners

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

Vacant lots north and south of Gerard Avenue (west side of Winton Way)
Mural

BID, CDC,
private
property
owners,
volunteers

BID, CDC,
private
property
owners,
volunteers

Short-Term

$

Parklet next to Winton County,
Applicances
BID, CDC

BID, CDC,
private
property
owners,
volunteers

Short-Term

$$

x

Food truck/farmers'
market with picnic
shelter south of
Gerard Avenue

BID, CDC,
private
property
owners,
volunteers

MediumTerm

$

x
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County,
BID, CDC
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x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Table 4.2.A Implementation Strategy Summary Matrix
Lead Agency/
Organization

x

x

Votlunteers (donors,
nonprofits, etc.)

x

Private Development

Proposition 68-SB 5

x

Community Development
Corporations (CDCs)

California Department of
Parks and Recreation

x

Business Improvement
District (BID)

California Natural
Resources Agency

Cost

U.S. Department of
Agriculture

Timing1

Strategic Growth Council

Maintenance

Caltrans

Funding

Programmed Project

Implementation
Strategy

Potential Funding Sources2

Specific Design Proposals (continued)
Vacant land between tracks and Santa Fe Drive
Santa Fe Gateway Park County
(community gathering
space like a skate or
bike park)

County

Long-Term

$$

Rails-with-trails path
to Merced (along
tracks)

County

Long-Term

$$$

x

x

County

x

x

Implementation Tools and Strategies
Streets
Back-in angled
parking

County

County

Short-Term

$

x

x

Curb extensions

County

County

Short-Term

$$

x

x

Road diets

County

County

Short-Term $$$

x

x

Trees and shade

County

County, BID

Short-Term

$

x

x

x

x

Sidewalks and Crosswalks
Lighting

County

County, BID

Short-Term

$

x

x

Bulbouts

County

County

Short-Term

$$

x

x

Curb ramps

County

County

Short-Term

$

x

x

Crosswalks

County

County

Short-Term

$

x

x

Railroad Crossings

County

County

MediumTerm

$$

x

x

Trails (especially rails- County
with-trails)

County

Long-Term

$$$

x

x

x

x

Other Public Spaces and Placemaking Opportunities
Murals and other
public art

BID, CDC,
private
property
owners,
volunteers

BID, CDC,
private
property
owners,
volunteers

Short-Term

$

Street furniture
(benches, trash bins)

County,
BID

BID

Short-Term

$
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Table 4.2.A Implementation Strategy Summary Matrix (continued)
Footnotes
1

Timing estimates use the following time frames: Short-Term for time frames under five years; Medium-Term for time frames from five years to ten years;
and Long-Term for time frames beyond ten years.

2

Notes about potential funding sources:
Programmed projects are in process or have funding secured.
Caltrans funding includes the Active Transportation Program (ATP) and Transportation Planning Grant.
Strategic Growth Council funding includes the Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC).
U.S. Department of Agriculture funding includes Community Facilities Direct Loan and Grant Program.
California Natural Resources Agency funding includes the Environmental Enhancement and Mitigation Grant Program and Urban Greening Grant
Program.
California Department of Parks and Recreation funding includes Outdoor Recreation Partnership National Competitive Grant Program and Land and
Water Conservation Fund.
Proposition 68 - SB 5 passed in 2018 and will provide funding for local park creation and improvement in park-poor neighborhoods (guidelines not yet
adopted).
There is no BID established along Winton Way. BID formation would be required before BID funding would be available.
A CDC is a nonprofit neighborhood or community-based organization typically serving lower-income residents or undeserved neighborhoods. Lifeline
is an example of a CDC.
Private Development could fund improvements through actual construction, in-kind participation, or contribution of impact fees.
Volunteers could be individuals, service organizations, or other non-profit groups.
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Conceptual Roadway
Designs
Source: Michael Moule
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BUSINESS SURVEY QUESTIONS
WINTON DESIGN FAIR
Purpose: This survey will provide insight into conditions facing businesses in Winton.
Voluntary Participation: Participation in this survey is strictly voluntary. You may decline to answer any
questions or decline to participate or withdraw at any time.
Confidentiality: Results from the interviews will be reported in a manner where comments cannot be
attributed to an individual or business.
Date:

Time:

Interviewee Name(s):

Business Name:

Type of Businesses:

Year Business Established:

Size of Businesses (number of employees):
1.

How would you describe your customer base? Are they residents, local employees, tourists/people
passing through?

2.

Do customers walk, bike, take transit, or drive to your business?

3.

Has your business grown or shrunk in the past two years?

4.

What are the benefits of operating a business along Winton Way?

5.

How do you expect your customer base to change in the next one to five years?

6.

Do you own or rent your business space?
a.

7.

If you rent, what are your lease terms (length of time, price per sq. ft.)?

Do you anticipate investing in your business or property in the next two years?
a.

Why or why not?

b.

If any property improvements are planned, what are they?

8.

What are the biggest challenges to growing or further investing in your business?

9.

What types of City investments (lighting, landscaping, public parking, signs, bike lanes) would have the
biggest positive impact on your businesses?

10. Is there anything else you would like to add?

WALKABLE WINTON TOWN CENTER

LISA WISE CONSULTING, INC. | 1
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Business Survey Results

Source: Lisa Wise Consulting
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What County improvements biggest positive impact on business

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Street
lights

1

Address
homeless

Sidewalks

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

5

Workforce
Police/n'h training &
ood watch placement

3

Street
repair

1
1
1
1

3

1

1

Clean street,
Trash alleys,
cans sidewalks

Graffiti
removal

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

What would have the most positive impact on your business?
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Street lights

Sidewalks

Address
homeless

Poli ce/n'hood
watch

Workforce
trai ning &
placement

Street repair

Graffiti removal

Trash cans

Clean street,
More parking
alleys, sidewalks

More
parking

Legal left
turn

Crosswalks

Slow
traffic

Attract
Façade
Address
more
improvem vacant
businesses ents
lots

Trees/
landscaping

Benches
along
street

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Design Fair Flyer

Source: Cultiva La Salud
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Winton Design Fair

Walkable Winton

!
s
U
n
i
o
J
Come
Monday, October 1, 2018

Help create a welcoming and
walkable town center in Winton!
Join your neighbors in developing a walkable town
center plan for Winton. The plan will build on the
Community Plan and identify short and long-term
projects that businesses, residents and the County
can implement to create a vibrant town center.

FOOD!

A light meal will be provided
at workshops.

BRING YOUR KIDS!

Families and children welcome!

All events will be held in
Spanish and English.

For More Information:
Octavio Valencia
Cultiva La Salud
(209) 756-3777

Cultiva La Salud Facebook
www.facebook.com/CultivaLaSalud
Brought to you by

6-8:30 PM
Opening Community Design
Workshop

Sybil Crookham Elementary, 7160 Walnut Ave
This is when we tell the designers what we want to
see. Light supper from 6-6:30!

Tuesday, October 2, 2018
6-7 PM
Downtown Walk Assessment
Winfield Elementary, 6981 Chestnut Ln
Join the team on a walking tour of Winton Way to
assess walking and bicycling conditions! We will
start at the school and walk to Winton Way.

Thursday, October 4, 2018

6-8 PM
Closing Community Workshop
Sybil Crookham Elementary, 7160 Walnut Ave
See the work completed during the week at the
wrap-up presentation. Light supper from 6-6:30!
Project funded by a Caltrans
Sustainable Transportation
Planning Grant

Feria de Diseño de Winton

Walkable Winton

¡A

s!
o
n
e
ñ
á
p
com

Lunes, 1 de Octubre de 2018
Ayúdenos a crear un centro de
Winton acogedor y adecuado para
peatones.
Únase a sus vecinos a la planeación y desarrollo
de un centro de Winton adecuado para peatones.
Este plan será parte y complemento del plan
general de la comunidad, e identificara estrategias
y proyectos que podrán ser implementados a
largo plazo por residentes y por el Condado, para
crear un centro de Winton activo y vibrante.

COMIDA

6 a 8:30 PM
Taller de diseño de apertura

En la Escuela Primaria Sybil Crookham, 7160 Walnut Ave.
Esta es la oportunidad para comunicar a los
disenadores lo que a nosotros nos gustaría que se
realizara. ¡Habrá cena ligera de 6-6:30!

Martes, 2 de Octubre de 2018
6 a 7 PM
Asesoría peatonal

En la Escuela Primaria Winfield, 6981 Chestnut Ln.

CUIDADO DE NIÑOS
Venga con toda la familia.
Habrá cuidado de niños.

¡Únase a nosotros en una caminata en la parte
central de la avenida Winton Way, para analizar y
tomar nota de las condiciones peatonales y ciclísticas
actuales! Iniciaremos en la escuela y caminaremos
hacia la avenida Winton Way.

Todos los eventos se
celebrarán en español e inglés.

Jueves, 4 de Octubre de 2018

Habrá una cena ligera.

Para más información:
Octavio Valencia
Cultiva La Salud
(209) 756-3777

Cultiva La Salud Facebook
www.facebook.com/CultivaLaSalud
Con apoyo de

6 a 8 PM
Presentación de recomendaciones
En la Escuela Primaria Sybil Crookham, 7160 Walnut Ave
Usted podrá ver el trabajo realizado en la semana
en esta presentación de cierre. ¡Habrá cena ligera de
6-6:30!
Proyecto realizado con fondos del
departamento de transporte del estado,
para una planeación de transporte
sostenible.
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Design Fair Stakeholder
Meeting Notes
Source: Local Government Commission
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Agency Stakeholder Meeting
October 1 • 1:00 - 2:30 pm
Attendees
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amalia Madrigal-Hernandez, Merced County, Public Health
Trish Alcocer, Merced County, Public Health
Brian Guerrero, Merced County, Community and Economic Development, Planning
Diana Lowrance, Merced County, Community and Economic Development, Planning
Fatima Rodriquez, Merced County, Community and Economic Development, Code
Enforcement
Don Thrasher, Merced County, Fire
Rich Bohn, Merced County, Fire
Matt Hespenheide, Merced County, Public Works
Jason Tipler, California Highway Patrol
Natalia Austin, Merced County Association of Governments
Claudia Corchado, Cultiva la Salud
Caroline Swinehart, Opticos Design
Michael Moule, Michael Moule, PE
Stefan Pellegrini, Opticos Design
Paul Zykofsky, Local Government Commission
Octavio Valencia, Cultiva la Salud
Jen Daugherty, Lisa Wise Consulting
Tony Leonard, Local Government Commission

Notes
Planning
•
•
•
•

We are updating the Community Plan for Winton
The lack of sidewalks in certain areas was an issue
The Community Plan identified priority sidewalks.
Crossing the railroad tracks is an issue

Public Health
•
•
•
•

Crosswalks sometimes seem to be in the wrong locations,
Would like some ways to control speeds - what about speed bumps?
There are issues with dogs.
A lot of residents are unlicensed so they will walk/bike more.

Code enforcement
•
•

We see a lot of the same issues.
There are drainage issues. Water accumulates up to the front door of a resident in one
location.

Fire Department
What if any roundabouts were recommended? Roundabouts could confuse people
Biggest issue is access to where we need to go.
Sidewalks - have a lot of vehicle vs pedestrian incidents
What about fatalities? Maybe 70% were accidents. Mostly pedestrian injuries.
Winton and Planada have the highest incidents along the railroad.
BNSF has info on train fatalities. CHP doesn’t. CHP will have ped if it is within a
crossing.
Can provide the contact at BNSF.
Winton station is the 3rd busiest in the County.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Works
Finished construction on Walnut Ave west of Winton Way. Next phase is Walnut Ave
east of Winton. Public Works has a grant for second phase and is going out to bid this
week. It is a continuation of the ATP grant. Decided to do it in phases. Down to
California,
Can provide the plans.
If there are stormwater issues, Public Works hopes to address them.
Santa Fe - in talks to prepare a plan this spring.
Findings is for rail safety. Will be sidewalks going along the track.
Take meds from Southside, turn on intersection, up to Park Ave.
Pedestrian refuge islands
Still trying to secure funding for the concept from the PUC. They would do it as part of
an HISP fed program
Fire has concerns if they have to be rerouted at Santa Fe intersection.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MCAG
•

No specific issues. MCAG supports the process.

What do we not want to forget?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lighting. It should be anywhere we put in crosswalks.
Fire is getting ready to do a station remodel in Winton. It only has 1 person who is
stationed there 24/7. Going to add another person.
There are some challenges with engine bays. Also getting a water tender.
Don’t have capability for Opticom at this time, but it is on our radar.
The station used to have signals.
Lots of times traffic backs up near the station
Could use more trash receptacles and benches.
Consider including Winton Park
People feel that the park is separate.
There is a lack of sidewalks, potholes, etc.
Not sure that the funding is there.
Trying to involve businesses more.
Library has very few hours that is open.

What about businesses?
•

•
•
•

Business were visited along Winton Way and asked survey questions.
o There are workforce training issues.
o Some are Interested in business improvements, but they don't see that as a driving
force
o Rather see some incremental improvements.
o For the most part business seem to be doing well. They feel good about long term
growth in the community, but realize that it is still limited.
The Castle project has changed in scope. Looking to be more of a trade center.
Waymo is doing testing there.
No one is managing street cleaning or landscaping. Do have agreements in other
communities.

What about the alleys? Is anyone taking care of them?
•
•
•
•
•

Have a crew that takes complaints, and will do clean up.
For Winton and Planada it almost always need to be cleaned
County has ROW technically, but County doesn’t pave.
Fire gets calls about weeds for fire hazards.
Do any new developments have alleys? No. It is more of an issue within the existing
portion of the community.

What does Winton have going for it?
•
•

Affordability
The people/residents - They don’t always understand that this is a long process. Make
sure they understand what is happening.

What would help define a sense of place along Winton Way?
•
•
•

Set it up as the “core” of Winton.
Do you want just sidewalks, or what do you want to see?
Maybe some more connectivity. Some of new subdivisions are good. But it breaks down
in other places.

Are there any volumes for Winton Way?
•

Public Works would have to look for it.

Going from 2 to five lanes on Winton - does that increase speeding?
•
•

Not really, Almond probably slows them down.
It could be a candidate for a road diet.

When do you realize you are in Winton?
•

It is not clear. If you are traveling on Santa Fe, not until you reach Winton Way.

BNSF have been cooperative partners when it comes to at-grade crossings.
How to incorporate more artwork?
•
•
•
•

Maybe incorporate a theme of art along Winton Way.
Are there any artists living in Winton? Someone helped Martin mural on wall.
Could sneak a couple policies on this into the Community Plan
Railroad might be able to also provide some grants.

Community Service Providers Stakeholder Meeting
October 2 • 12:30 - 2:-0 pm
Attendees
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fatima Rodriquez, Merced County, Community and Economic Development, Code
Enforcement
Jessica Garcia, Merced County, Community and Economic Development, Code
Enforcement
Trish Alcocer, Merced County, Public Health
Diana Lowrance, Merced County, Community and Economic Development, Planning
Marcella Moralez, Winton Lifeline Community Center
Rosemarie Hernandez, Winton Lifeline Community Center
Claudia Corchado, Cultiva la Salud
Michael Moule, Michael Moule, PE
Stefan Pellegrini, Opticos Design
Paul Zykofsky, Local Government Commission
Octavio Valencia, Cultiva la Salud
Jen Daugherty, Lisa Wise Consulting
Tony Leonard, Local Government Commission

Notes
What are some of the issues?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Signage - talked about gateways at opening workshop.
At schools, there is some speeding.
Team went to see kids walking to school along Almond. It was not too bad.
Ms Vang, the principal, suggested speed bumps.
Homelessness
The police don’t do much, but the business community tried.
Lifeline gets lots of donations in front of office, homeless people hang out there as a
result so others don’t want to go into Lifeline.
Some complaints by taco truck. Some homeless sleep there and go to the restroom there.
There area some steps the County has taken. Codes can go out with County Resources to
help.
Issues near the taco truck,
Business owners are responsible for cleanup.

•
•
•
•
•

Lifeline has a clothing bus. But people just dump it there.
County has cleanup for every community for large item. Have to take to designated spot
though.
Lifeline has videos cameras.
Maybe could put address of the proper dump locations
Is there a no smoking ordinance I County?
o Can’t smoke out in public or around businesses

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Have seen a lot of people walking, but haven’t see a lot of bicyclists.
If offer bike facilities, would more people bike?
o Maybe not, haven’t seen high demand.
o Kids don’t ride because the roads are in bad condition.
o There’s no place to safely ride.
Lot of people at the workshop brought up things for kids.
Used to have a teen center in Lifeline.
o Kid community center, food distribution, teen program, and a church.
o Now just using Lifeline for our own activities.
Who can become the champions for this plan?
o Not sure.
Public Works has some funding. Realized there was a lot more money needed. Need to
make sure MAC know this.
Should also make sure talk to Parks and Rec.

Emergency Response Stakeholder Meeting
October 1 • 10:30 am - 11:30 am
Attendees
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joey Cardenas, Merced County, Sheriff’s Office
Trish Alcocer, Merced County, Public Health
Dan Thrasher, Merced County, Fire
Diana Lowrance, Merced County, Community and Economic Development, Planning
Jason Tipler, California Highway Patrol
Randall Heller, Winton Unified School District
Claudia Corchado, Cultiva la Salud
Caroline Swinehart, Opticos Design
Michael Moule, Michael Moule, PE
Stefan Pellegrini, Opticos Design
Paul Zykofsky, Local Government Commission
Octavio Valencia, Cultiva la Salud
Jen Daugherty, Lisa Wise Consulting
Tony Leonard, Local Government Commission

Notes
What are the main Issues that the team should address?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The lack of sidewalks
Routes to and from the schools.
Streets are really tight in some locations.
Safety of the kids walking along the road.
Crookham used to have a lot problems before the new project was completed.
Sparkes Elementary has some issues that should be looked at.
Atwater High School - there are sidewalks on the Atwater side, but some are missing on
the County side
If observing schools, be sure to also observe the high school.
Classes start at 7:55, kids start arriving at 7:15
School ends:
2:20 for elementary, M, Tu, Th, F, 1:20 on W
Middle school ends at 3 pm.
Look at the rail line crossing at California St.
The rail line is for Amtrak and freight.
Is there any location with more speeding?
o Walnut, just after Vine is where people might pick up speed.
o There is nothing out of the ordinary on the north side of Winton Way
What about Traffic?
Not really a lot of traffic problems.
Bicycling?
o Don’t see a lot of challenges for bicyclists. Parents do a lot of driving of their
kids.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Gates are opened up at two different locations for drop-off/pickup
Walnut between Suzy and California - There is no sidew.alk. Think there is still a plan to
put in sidewalk. Need to check with Public Works
Winton park after hours, mostly teenagers and local street gangs.
Do get drive-by shootings.
Loose dogs
Lightning

Advisory Group brought up homelessness, do you see that as an issue?
•
•

Not really. Most camps seem to be outside of Winton now.
A couple are located near apartments, but not many.

If we do propose anything that we need to talk about, talk to Rich Bohn, the Fire Marshal
•
•
•

There is one station in Winton. However, there are multiple stations in the area that can
respond to emergencies at Winton, Castle, Cressey, or Atwater.
There are some design parameters for streets.
Fire Department doesn't like speed humps, etc. But they will be okay with them if they
are designed properly.

What about flooding? Are there any drainage issues?
•
•
•

Beth Circle
Santa Fe and Walnut
Shaffer

Crashes
•
•

Team has some data on crashers, but don’t see any major patterns
Winton Way is the main the high traffic area.

Schools
•
•

When the big subdivision is completed, there will be 110 new units.
The School District will have to redraw boundaries for the schools.
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